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Abstract
In this paper, we present a benchmark of several session-
based, session-based with reminders and session-aware rec-
ommender systems that can be used to improve legal docu-
ment recommendation in Jusbrasil, the largest legal search
engine in Brazil. We focus this benchmark on the logged
users, and the results show that some recommender systems
can achieve gains of accuracy of around 19% with respect to
the current recommender system adopted by Jusbrasil.

Keywords: legal document recommendation, session-based
recommender systems, reminders, session-aware recommen-
der systems

1 Introduction
Jusbrasil1 is known as the largest legal search engine in
Brazil. With the goal of combining law and technology so
that justice crosses the borders of the courts and reaches
the homes of any citizen, it provides an on-line platform
where users can find the legal documents that best match
their information needs [18].
Millions of people currently access the company’s plat-

form. On the other hand, its database has billions of docu-
ments containing different artifacts related to law in Brazil.
The two main ways of finding legal documents in Jusbrasil
are by using the search engine and the recommender system
provided by the company. In this work, we present a bench-
mark of several session-based, session-based with reminders,
and session-aware recommender systems that can be used to
improve legal document recommendation in Jusbrasil. The

1https://www.jusbrasil.com.br
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benchmark is focused on the logged users, and our experi-
ments show that of evaluated some recommender systems
can achieve gains of accuracy up to 19% compared to the
current recommender system in Jusbrasil. With this work,
we expect to provide new directions and insights into the
performance of different recommender systems for the legal
domain.

2 Recommender Systems
A recommender system is an information filtering technol-
ogy that can be used to recommend items that may be of
interest to users [23]. In our case, an item is a recommend-
able legal document. In this benchmark, we explore three
paradigms of recommender systems: session-based, session-
based with reminders, and session-aware.

Session-based recommenders: For these systems, the
input corresponds to logs of recorded user-item in-
teractions, where the interactions are grouped into
anonymous sessions. A session is a sequence of inter-
actions (e.g. clicks) with a clear boundary. With such
an input, the system is able to recommend the next
item (or all subsequent items) of interest, given only
the interactions of a current session of the user. In this
paradigm, we explore five categories of recommenda-
tion models:
• Non-personalized Models. A non-personalized model
usually provides the most popular or random items
available as recommendations. We have explored
four non-personalized models for Jusbrasil [13]: ran-
dom, pop, rpop and spop;

• Models Based on Pattern Mining. These models as-
sess the strength of simple two items co-occurrence
patterns, and we have included three models in our
benchmark: ar [16],markov [19] and sr [12]. It is
worth to say that the armodel is a proxy for the cur-
rent recommender system in Jusbrasil. This model
is a simplified version of the association rule mining
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technique [1], and the recommendations are gener-
ated by returning those items that most frequently
co-occurred with the last item of the current ses-
sion [16];

• Nearest Neighbors Models. The models in this cate-
gory try to identify sessions with the most similar
interactions (nearest neighbours) in order to sug-
gest items that are the most popular among these
neighbours. In our benchmark we have included five
models: iknn [5], sknn [9], vsknn [16], stan [3]
and vstan [17];

• Factorization Models. In its natural form, the fac-
torization models characterize items and users us-
ing vectors of factors (aka embeddings) inferred
from item rating patterns. However, a number of
factorization models were proposed in recent years
for session-based recommender systems, and we
have included five existing models in our analysis:
bprmf [16], fpmc [22], fism [11], fossil [4] and
smf [16];

• Neural Network Models. Models based on neural net-
works represent the most recently explored family
of techniques for session-based recommender sys-
tems. Four different deep neural network models are
included in our benchmark: gru4rec [5], narm [14],
stamp [15] and sgnn [24].

Session-based recommenders with reminders: The
reminders can be defined as a technique to emphasize
items that the user has browsed before in previous
sessions by placing some of them into the recommen-
dation list built by the session-based model [10]. In this
work, we use a hybrid reminder to combine aspects
of interaction recency, session similarity, and item rel-
evance score [13]. We have applied such a technique
in the following session-based models [13]: sr, vsknn,
stan, vstan, gru4rec and narm.

Session-aware recommenders: The systems are simi-
lar to session-based ones but the users are not anony-
mous, i.e., the recommender system has access to to the
current and previous sessions of users. In our bench-
mark, we have included four neural network models
proposed in the literature: hgru4rec [21], ncfs [7],
nsar [20] and shan [25].

All recommendation models used in this benchmark are
available in the recommendation framework session-rec2,
and were ran in our empirical evaluation with their default
parameter values, providing promising results.

3 Empirical Evaluation
In general, the main task of session-based, session-based
with reminders, and session-aware recommender systems
is to generate a ranked list of recommendations given the
2https://github.com/rn5l/session-rec

current session. The performance of such systems can be
measured by resorting to assess the capability of a model
to predict the withheld entries of a session [16]. Thus, to
evaluate the models, we withhold all items and iteratively
reveal one item after the other as it reflects the user journey
throughout a session in the best way [6].
Technically, we predict the immediate next item given

the first 𝑛 items in the current session. For each session,
we iteratively increment 𝑛, measure the Hit Rate and the
Mean Reciprocal Rank (MRR), and then calculate the average
values for all sessions for the different list lengths. Besides the
accuracy measurements, we also made two additional quality
measurements in this work [9]: Coverage and Popularity bias.
Coverage can be defined as the number of different items in
the catalog of available items that ever appear in the top-𝑘
recommendations. Popularity bias can be used to measure if
high accuracy values are correlated with the tendency of a
model to recommend highly popular items [8].
As our goal is to benchmark recommender systems for

the logged users in Jusbrasil, we have used a dataset that we
called jusbrasilrec_logged_users, which contains 30 days
of data from only the logged users. In this dataset, each ses-
sion is defined for each 30 minutes of user inactivity [2]. The
dataset was preprocessed to keep a minimum of 3 sessions
per user, where each session contains a minimum of 2 and a
maximum of 50 items. Thus, the dataset used in this work
contains 13308981 interactions from 673580 users to 3083495
items, generating a total of 2788281 sessions.

We carried out the experiments by applying a sliding win-
dow protocol [16], where the data sessions are split into 5
slices of 6 days, where we have 5 days of training and 1 day
of test data. Table 1 reports the average of the results for all
slices at a top-10 (i.e. length 10) recommendation list for the
task of predicting the immediate next item in a session.
Regarding the session-based paradigm, we can see in Ta-

ble 1 that the lowest accuracy values are obtained with the
non-personalized models. The models based on pattern mining
exhibited a competitive performance mostly occupying the
middle places in the table. In the nearest neighbors category,
we have the highest accuracy models (i.e. stan with a Hi-
tRate of 0.752 and vstan with a MRR of 0.602). Following,
the models in the neural network category reached values of
HitRate and MRR very close to the best models in the nearest
neighbors category, however, the neural network models are
much more time training demanding than the nearest neigh-
bors ones. Finally, the results for the factorization category
were not so consistently.

With respect to the session-based with remainders para-
digm, we can see that by using the hybrid reminder technique
with its default parameter values, the variant models do not
provides expressive gains compared to the respective origi-
nal models. In some cases, the variants were even worse than
the original models (i.e. without the reminders). However,
this fact does not mean that the usage of reminders is not
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Table 1. Hit Rate, Mean Reciprocal Rank (MRR), Coverage, and Popularity bias for a top-10 obtained for the immediate next
item recommendation task in the jusbrasilrec_logged_users dataset. The highest values for each paradigm are highlighted in
boldface.

Paradigms Models HitRate@10 MRR@10 Coverage@10 Popularity@10
Session-based random 0.000 ± 0.000 0.000 ± 0.000 1.000 ± 0.000 0.014 ± 0.001

pop 0.017 ± 0.001 0.006 ± 0.000 0.000 ± 0.000 0.735 ± 0.065
rpop 0.017 ± 0.001 0.006 ± 0.000 0.000 ± 0.000 0.700 ± 0.090
spop 0.602 ± 0.002 0.520 ± 0.002 0.575 ± 0.009 0.630 ± 0.053
ar 0.671 ± 0.002 0.506 ± 0.002 0.780 ± 0.008 0.077 ± 0.006

markov 0.650 ± 0.004 0.535 ± 0.001 0.724 ± 0.010 0.065 ± 0.005
sr 0.665 ± 0.003 0.529 ± 0.002 0.747 ± 0.009 0.071 ± 0.005

iknn 0.183 ± 0.004 0.108 ± 0.003 0.714 ± 0.008 0.043 ± 0.003
sknn 0.740 ± 0.003 0.530 ± 0.002 0.773 ± 0.010 0.083 ± 0.007
vsknn 0.751 ± 0.003 0.573 ± 0.001 0.770 ± 0.009 0.086 ± 0.007
stan 0.752 ± 0.002 0.590 ± 0.001 0.769 ± 0.010 0.082 ± 0.006
vstan 0.746 ± 0.003 0.602 ± 0.001 0.779 ± 0.009 0.067 ± 0.005
bprmf 0.565 ± 0.003 0.504 ± 0.002 0.927 ± 0.006 0.094 ± 0.007
fpmc 0.558 ± 0.002 0.512 ± 0.002 0.990 ± 0.002 0.032 ± 0.002
fism 0.277 ± 0.010 0.215 ± 0.009 0.956 ± 0.004 0.022 ± 0.002
fossil 0.061 ± 0.038 0.033 ± 0.024 0.941 ± 0.017 0.136 ± 0.089
smf 0.239 ± 0.016 0.159 ± 0.012 0.036 ± 0.002 0.535 ± 0.051

gru4rec 0.682 ± 0.003 0.525 ± 0.002 0.909 ± 0.006 0.042 ± 0.002
narm 0.719 ± 0.004 0.548 ± 0.004 0.928 ± 0.007 0.080 ± 0.006
stamp 0.688 ± 0.007 0.507 ± 0.010 0.845 ± 0.034 0.079 ± 0.004
sgnn 0.722 ± 0.005 0.541 ± 0.004 0.824 ± 0.011 0.093 ± 0.007

Session-based sr-reminders 0.665 ± 0.003 0.529 ± 0.002 0.747 ± 0.009 0.071 ± 0.006
with reminders vsknn-reminders 0.750 ± 0.003 0.574 ± 0.001 0.771 ± 0.009 0.086 ± 0.007

stan-reminders 0.751 ± 0.002 0.591 ± 0.001 0.769 ± 0.010 0.081 ± 0.006
vstan-reminders 0.746 ± 0.003 0.602 ± 0.001 0.779 ± 0.009 0.067 ± 0.005
gru4rec-reminders 0.682 ± 0.003 0.525 ± 0.002 0.909 ± 0.006 0.042 ± 0.002
narm-reminders 0.718 ± 0.005 0.547 ± 0.005 0.929 ± 0.010 0.080 ± 0.005

Session-aware hgru4rec 0.576 ± 0.009 0.419 ± 0.006 0.876 ± 0.007 0.048 ± 0.003
ncfs 0.615 ± 0.005 0.400 ± 0.002 0.741 ± 0.005 0.081 ± 0.006
nsar 0.550 ± 0.014 0.379 ± 0.014 0.853 ± 0.015 0.076 ± 0.005
shan 0.313 ± 0.012 0.183 ± 0.008 0.342 ± 0.027 0.165 ± 0.014

useful for Jusbrasil, but that more experiments are necessary,
in particular tuning the reminders parameters, to see some
improvements in the recommender systems.

For the session-aware paradigm, we can see that 3 out of 4
neural network session-aware models presented results that
place them in the middle of the table. However, it is worth to
mention that the models in this paradigm do not overcome
the neural network models in the session-based paradigm.
Finally, taking the ar model (which is a proxy for the

current recommender system in Jusbrasil) as a reference, we
can see that the stan model provides a HitRate value 12%
higher, and that the vstan model reached a MRR value 19%
higher than the ar model. With respect to Coverage, we can
see that the models mostly cover between 70% and 90% of
the items. In terms of Popularity bias, the values are low for
mostly of the models (i.e. less than 8%), which means that

they are not focusing on recommending the most popular
items from the dataset.

4 Final Remarks
In this work, we presented a benchmark of several session-
based, session-based with reminders and session-aware rec-
ommender systems that can be used to improve legal doc-
ument recommendation in Jusbrasil. The benchmark was
focused on the logged users, and the results showed that
some recommender systems can achieve gains of accuracy
of around 19% with respect to the current recommender
system adopted by Jusbrasil. Thus, this benchmark can be
seen as a guideline for the next generation of legal document
recommender systems in Jusbrasil.
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